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Abstract (99 words): Ernest Edmonds has pioneered the field of computational art and contributed to the broader field of contemporary art from the late 1960s to the present. Francesca Franco is a Venetian-born art historian based in the UK whose research focuses on the history of art and technology. The central theme of her research is the history of art and technology and the pioneers of computer art. This interview with Edmonds, conducted by Franco in 2016, explores how Systems art, Systems Theory, and his personal relationships with artists such as Malcolm Hughes, Kenneth Martin and Edward Ihnatowicz influenced his art practice.
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Ernest Edmonds has pioneered the field of computational art and contributed to the broader field of contemporary art from the late 1960s to the present. His innovative work has focused on the invention of new concepts, tools and forms over fifty years. His archives are collected by the Victoria and Albert Museum, as part of the National Archive of Computer-Based Art and Design. Edmonds’ work represents one of the roots of generative art. His work not only acknowledges a historical connection, often overlooked, to the structural research undertaken by Constructivist artists in the 20th century; it also demonstrates that the points made by this past tradition could be taken further through the use of computation and logic. By applying colour theory, computational logic and programmed systems to his work, Edmonds combined the structural research of Charles Biederman and the Constructivists with Matisse’s use of colour for the first time, and took them to a new level encompassing time, colour and structure. The digital process gave generative art new possibilities and brought new opportunities for Edmonds, allowing him to create systems in which artworks have a life of their own.

Francesca Franco is a Venetian-born art historian based in the UK. The central theme of her research is the history of art and technology and the pioneers of computer art. Increasingly it concerns issues of generative and interactive art and the connections between Constructivism and Systems art in early computational art, particularly through the work of Ernest Edmonds. Her first solo authored book, Generative Systems Art: the Work of Ernest Edmonds, will be published by Routledge in 2017. Drawing on interviews with Edmonds and primary research in archives of his work, the book explores the history of pioneering computer art and its contribution to art history by way of examining Edmonds’ art from the late 1960s to the present day. 

This interview with Edmonds, conducted by Franco in 2016, explores how Systems art, Systems Theory, and his personal relationships with artists such as Malcolm Hughes, Kenneth Martin and Edward Ihnatowicz influenced his art practice.

Francesca Franco: How did your art and systems interests start to come together and how did that lead into an interest in Cybernetics and Systems Theory?

Ernest Edmonds: In the 1960s, I was working in parallel and separately really in art as an artist and in logic as a logician. This was just a two-pronged part of life. Both things were intellectually demanding, intellectually interesting, but not connected to start with. As time moved on I happened to be working at what became Leicester Polytechnic, working on logic, and discovered that they had one computer. Out of intellectual curiosity, I taught myself how to program it, so this was a third interest closely related to logic and not at that time related to art. I was interested in the Constructivist tradition and when I was an undergraduate student, about 1963-64, I used mathematics to try to understand better a painting by Mondrian. I looked for mathematical systems underlying the painting. So I had, even then, tried to apply mathematical systems at least to understanding art and to wonder whether any of those systems were used by Mondrian. My results were inconclusive in the sense of whether they were used or not but I could grasp more about his works by looking through a mathematical window. Then, for various almost accidental reasons, I became a lecturer in Computer Science. Having taught myself how to program, the department I was working in was in need of a lecturer in Computing. There was this famous story about my using the computer to finish Nineteen (figure 1).​[1]​ At that time I met Stroud Cornock, which was important in terms of friendship, discussions and practice. I was interested in psychology, I was interested in systems and I discovered Systems Theory and the applications of Systems Theory in biology and psychology. 

There was the beginning of a coming together - from logic, though Systems Theory and towards psychology which started to bring it towards the realms of art. One thing I did was look at the projects that I was setting computer science students as part of their final year degree programme. I had an idea to say to some students, would you like, as a project, to try to construct computer software that would be helpful to artists? A couple of students decided they would do this. It was just one of those things that happen; I started this discussion with students and set them on the road to talking with artists to try to find out what was useful. 

Stroud had come from working with Roy Ascott so there was an indirect influence from Roy coming in here. I was also extremely aware of what was going on in happenings and the interest in participation. So at the end of the 1960s there was this confluence of logic, computing and Systems Theory with art - from the more formalised views of art-making through to theories of participation and interaction. Nineteen, Communications Game​[2]​ and Datapack​[3]​ are works that exemplify this. This was the coming together, and I was not just involved with Stroud but also with other people who were interested in these boundaries. I think it was in the air at that time. If you look internationally you can see many people around this time doing these kind of things. There was this interest in bringing these things together and seeing what might flourish.

FF: Can you say what was the most important lesson you learnt from Systems Theory, in terms of your work then and over the following decades?

EE: I think probably the most important lesson was that one could understand what might look like random behaviour in terms of interactions between different systems, or one system and the outside world, you might say. So the notion of indeterminate activity could replace the notion of random activity. What this implied was that there could be structures and boundaries around possible behaviours that could be formed. You could imagine making an artwork where you did not know what was going to happen, what it was going to look like, sound like, or whatever, but you knew that it would be within a certain envelope, as it were. You could design the envelope and then what happened actually would depend upon the interactions between the systems. This is really based on notions of open systems as against closed systems. That meant that one could work with it, one could handle it, one could design it, one could consider the aesthetics of it and it became possible to imagine using systems as a medium in which to make art. Not that I knew how to do it or what it would be like but there was this realisation that probably is the answer to your question.

FF: If you could choose examples of your works from the 1960s and early 1970s that were inspired by this notion which would you choose?

EE: OK, the first was Datapack, which was a joint work made with Stroud Cornock. One of the things in Datapack, which resulted from anyone interacting with it, was a drawing made by a graph plotter from instructions in the computer (figure 2). We never knew what the drawing would be exactly so it was as much a surprise to me, who wrote the code, as to Stroud with whom I discussed the design; but nevertheless only certain kinds of drawings could come out, so we knew the kind of drawing that was going to come, we knew the aesthetic of the drawing but the particularities of it were dependent entirely on the interactions that took place.

The second example would be one of the versions of Communications Game. I knew that lights would flash and people would flick switches but I did not know which light would flash at which time, because that depended on what people did. I just knew the processes and the constraints on those processes.

The third example is not electronic or computer art at all, it is a thing I made called Jigsaw around the same time (1970) (figure 3), which was a kind of jigsaw puzzle. I was seeing what could be done in this context without using the complexities of electronics or computers to make it as simple as possible. How could I deal with this complex notion in the simplest possible way? I came up with this idea of an artwork which consisted of pieces, apparently of a jigsaw, but that was different because it could be arranged with the pieces fitting together in very many different ways. There was not just one way of putting the pieces together, there were very many ways, so you could have this jigsaw on your table and you could change it. On different days it could look different, but it could still be fitted together. The fitting of it together provided constraints, so the aesthetics was determined but the particularities in which the pieces fitted were not, so that was an interesting example, I found.

FF: Not long after you joined Leicester Polytechnic, you were appointed as a Lecturer in Computer Science. What impact did that have on your art?

EE: Lots! I had already obtained access to the main Polytechnic’s computer and taught myself to program it, as I said before, but any lecturer from any department could have done that if they wanted. But now, for example, I was part of the team that decided what the next computer to buy would be and what we might want to go with it. So I helped ensure that we had the kit that we used for Datapack. So my collaborations across the Polytechnic were enhanced. Then, of-course, I was in a cultural climate where working with digital technology was normal, which certainly helped in my development and construction of the Communications Game series of works. Later on we built a display system that went beyond what could be bought at the time.

FF: Did teaching computing have any influence?

EE: Well, it forced me to learn more. One particular thing proved very important: the student project that I mentioned earlier. They applied the methods that they had been taught, starting by finding out what the requirements were before designing anything. However, this proved very problematic because that artist/designers kept changing their minds. The important thing was that I worked out that the software design method was wrong and that for art – mine very much included – we needed an iterative process. 

FF: So did you invent one?

EE: Yes. To cut it short, I described it, without any problems, to the Computer Arts Society in 1969, but the computing world was harder to convince. I eventually published the idea and it is sometimes seen as the start of what is now called ‘agile programming’ or ‘agile design’. In fact the approach is pretty normal in much of computing today. You could say that it is a more systems way at looking at software design.

FF: In your opinion, how important was the research into Cybernetics for artistic practice?

EE: First of all, it was particularly interesting to discover a bunch of people around Brunel University who were very active in cybernetics and, related to this, people involved in the 1968 exhibition Cybernetic Serendipity;​[4]​ Gordon Pask for example. I do not think cybernetics had a direct influence beyond what I have been talking about on my art, except to say that it was showing that you could have a respectable science about this. In other words, it could be quite formal and we could deal with these matters in quite a formal and serious way. We could investigate and question the notions about how behaviours took place. Behind all this, the whole notion of behaviour coming within the realm of art, behaviour as an element to address as an artist was exciting. Cybernetics gave a clue as to how you might be able to do that, and that you might be able to do it.

FF: How did you get to know the work of the Systems art group?

EE: Obviously I was familiar with a lot of work that was in the Constructivist tradition and used systems of various kinds, but then there was a very important exhibition, which was very revealing, the Systems​[5]​ art exhibition which toured the UK. I saw it in London and Leicester and saw it more than once in each location: an interesting essay by Stephen Bann introduced the catalogue. This was important to me because it revealed that there was a group of artists in the UK working with systems to underpin their work. All these people were in fact producing static art objects and images but they were using formal systems to generate those objects, to provide the structures behind them. Instead of just thinking about systems to produce behaviours you could use systems to produce artworks. Of course we knew, for example, perspective and so on, but this was putting it in a modern context. And it turned out that I knew some of these people, so it was some coming together. 

Two of the Systems artists who were involved in that group, not necessarily in that particular exhibition, were working at Leicester Polytechnic, and became friends of mine. I got to know other people in that group over the years. So this was a very important focal point for me in terms of the development of my art. It did not stop me being concerned with behaviours and interactive art and so on, but it broaden my interest and I looked back to how the formal methods that I had used in programming to construct Nineteen had application beyond just the way I used it then: not just to solve an aesthetic problem but to generate an aesthetic solution, which is a rather different way of looking at the process of making an artwork.

FF: Did you make anything at the time that was directly influenced by the Systems exhibition or your interaction with these friends and colleagues at Leicester?

EE: Some of the drawings I was doing in the early 1970s (figure 4), where I was constructing a geometric structure in which a particular line at a particular angle should occur in a particular place geometrically, and then adding to that a process structure about what order things should be done. Then, making the drawing by hand, following the procedure that was defined and obeying the geometric structures that were underlying the work. In a way, what I was doing there was going a step further than what the Systems artists were doing because as well as using the system to define the geometric structure of the work, I was using systems also to define the procedure to be used to make the work. This became an important element for me, which came really from my knowledge of computer programming, and understanding what computer programming can do. So I now had these two elements, the geometric structure and the process of making, both embedded in a ‘systems’ view of making.

FF: How did you decide the angles of the lines that cross each other in these drawings? Can you tell me more about that?

EE: There were many different instructions, so I will just give you one example. It was not always done this way but I will describe one way that I did it. So maybe I have a matrix of 3 by 3 squares and I would say that the top left will have horizontal lines and that all of the squares that were on the same column or row would also have horizontal lines and so on; then maybe the bottom square in the middle would have 45 degree lines upwards and every square in that row or column should also have lines at that angle and then that would mean that the middle square in the third column would have some other line angled in another direction and that line angled would be copied in all of the row and column that was involved. So now we have a geometrical structure that is rigorously defined. If the process leads to my drawing in more than one direction in a particular square, then you get overlapping.

FF: So aesthetically, what were you looking for?

EE: A tension, really. I learnt primarily from Mondrian about asymmetry and how you can get balance with tension through using asymmetry and this was taking that notion in principle, not in detail, in another way forward. There is no real symmetry, in fact it is rigorously defined to avoid any kind of symmetry. But it is tight, and the visual tension in almost something disturbing to look at: challenging, intriguing. 

FF: This reminds me of the process that Kenneth Martin used to create his works. Do you see any analogy?

EE: This is very interesting because these notions were very imbedded in my work. It is difficult for me to recall now when I first saw Kenneth’s work but it would have been almost certainly in the late 1960s. In the early days when I saw his work I was intrigued by it and loved it from the outset but I don’t know that I understood it in the depth that I came to much later, especially after I met him and talked to him. So I think that the mechanics behind the magic of the art was something that I only understood later, but the fact that it was magical was obvious to me from the outset. What I think ended up appealing to me a great deal was the clarity of thinking that he had that lead to the making of his work, which was something that very much was at one with the kind of things that I was trying to do using either computer programming or computational notions, mathematical procedural ways of making works using clear processes to generate the work without ornament and side parts. There was a sort of classical clarity in his work. I had added this idea of process to the systems used by the Systems artists, but Kenneth was in fact also using rigorous processes in making his works. Now, actually, he used randomness - picking numbers out of a hat kind of randomness - which I did not do, but that was a minor point. The most important point was that he was defining a systematic process of making; not just how it should look, not just the geometry, but the making process. This was very important in my drawings and in those sprayed paintings and, of course, also in the computer-based works which were time-based and interactive. In the computer-based works of mine (time-based and interactive ones), images are being made all the time so the processes of making are integral to the work. I think this approach to making was really important and his work was extremely influential for me.

FF: So I guess you felt quite relieved to see his work.

EE: Absolutely, because I felt less alone and there was someone I could learn from: the Systems art people in the first place, and then Kenneth in particular. He was not part of the Systems art group, but he made me feel much more connected and grounded in the work I was doing, and I have always felt that a historical grounding is really important for an artist. 

FF: Are there any works that you recall having done under the specific influence of Kenneth?

EE: What Kenneth made me realise was that I should not give up painting, because when I first met him it was just at that time that I discovered I could do time-based work using systems. The reason for this, naturally, was to do with the development of the technology. His influence was to keep in my mind that using the same concepts and ideas, and dealing with the same aesthetics, I could continue to make paintings, make marks on canvas and produce images to deal with many of the same issues. That stayed with me, so I still do.

FF: Can you tell us about a work that still reflects those ideas?

EE: If you look at any of my recent four part paintings they all relate, not in an obvious visual way but conceptually to Kenneth and what he taught me (figure 5). The point being that if you look at one of those works you cannot work out why this colour square is there. It actually does not matter, it is there for a very specific systems reasons and Kenneth had very good reasons for why a particular colour was in a particular place in his paintings. 

FF: Would you like to talk about the lesson you learnt from Malcolm Hughes? 

EE: I liked Malcolm Hughes’ work very much. He was one of the artists in the Systems group who I admired but he was also very important as an educator and as an influence on others, because he had a strong theoretical base and a strong vision of the future. He and I had many discussions which I value greatly in which he helped me work out more precisely what I was trying to do, to make explicit what was on my mind. He helped to put the developments of work using computer programming, for example, in the context of Systems art in particular and the general development of 20th century Abstract art. Malcolm was very aware, from a long time ago, of the importance of the computer as something with potential which is why he bought one for the course that he ran at the Slade. This led to the Slade post-graduate diploma being a very important hot bed for the development of computer-based art based upon Malcolm’s vision. He got the right students, he hired the right people this was very much his way. He knew quite a lot about what we were doing in Leicester at the time and he definitely saw what we were doing as important for the future. He cemented my confidence in the developments we were engaged in as a group and my personal confidence that what I was doing was rooted and properly grounded in 20th century art.

FF: Can you tell me more about your connection with Edward Ihnatowicz?

EE: I first met Edward in 1971 at the Invention of Problems II exhibition and Symposium that Stroud Cornock organised at Leicester Polytechnic. That was an interesting time. I also met Steve Willats, John Lifton and many other interesting artists. Edward and I got to know one another quite well and met and had very engaged conversations about interaction and the nature of interaction as a subject of art, as a medium itself. We talked about the way that an interactive artwork could be constructed and we also talked about things that are sometimes seen as artificial intelligence subjects or cognitive science subjects, which turned out to be important to art. For example, the relationship between touching and perceiving, the way in which by acting we affect what we perceive. This was very interesting because it is something that I still have not incorporated deeply into my art, and Edward never did, but he might well have done by now had he been still alive. He was definitely very concerned with this direction. His work showed how very simple mechanisms that drove the behaviour of an artwork could lead to very persuasive, engaging and challenging behaviours. This is something that relates to some work by cognitive scientists, for example, that sometimes can show how it is possible to postulate that relatively simple rule based mechanisms can lead to behaviours that are seen as very natural. 

I remember being with him at a conference and exhibition that were organised by the Computer Arts Society in Edinburgh in 1973. At the conference I was presenting my work Communications Game and Edward was showing The Bandit. And all the time we were talking about interaction and the nature of interaction and the nature of artificial intelligence and what it meant to respond to human behaviour in some ways that would seem meaningful to human beings. The Bandit might be said to be something moving a bit in the direction of a concern for action and perception because, as you moved it, it made a note of the movements that you made and then moved itself back repeating those motions, so you have this kind of dialogue between your actions and its actions. Or if you like, from The Bandit’s point of view, there was a dialogue between what it was doing and what the human was doing physically. The ‘intelligent’ behaviour of the Bandit was very much intimately connected to movement, contact and action. This is less obviously so in SAM but Edward’s thinking was very much in this direction and had he lived longer he would have made works, I think, that explored these matters.

FF: in terms of your work, how did these matters and ideas influence you at that time?

EE: I think they influenced my ideas for Communications Game, which I developed through the early 1970s, starting around 1970. But I was still working on these ideas at the time of the Edinburgh conference and beyond. Where the human action was integrated with the behaviour of the whole art system, the human behaviour was integral to the very nature of the artwork. But like Edward, I was influenced in a broader understanding of the field and my thinking about what might come in the future, and this did not just materialise in a fully-fledged form within the works for some time. 

FF: how did your work evolve as a result of these concerns? Is there an example you could single out?

EE: those discussions with Edward were to consolidate my interest in interactive art in the sense of taking full account of modelling or using metaphors of living behaviours, so that I was not driven by the technology and by artificial intelligence. I was driven, and still am, much more by my observations and understanding of human and animal behaviour.






Figure 1: Ernest Edmonds, Nineteen, 1968-9. ©Ernest Edmonds. Image courtesy of the artist.
Figure 2: Datapack documentation material. ©Ernest Edmonds. Photograph by Thales Leite.
Figure 3: Ernest Edmonds, Jigsaw, 1970. ©Ernest Edmonds. Image courtesy of the artist.
Figure 4: Ernest Edmonds, Untitled, 1975. Museum no. E.864-2010 ©Victoria and Albert Museum, London/ Ernest Edmonds. Image courtesy of the Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
Figure 5: Ernest Edmonds, Four from Shaping Space, 2012. ©Ernest Edmonds. Image courtesy of GV art, London.







^1	  Nineteen (1968–1969) embodies Edmonds’s first use of a computer program in his art. A computer-program approach, which Edmonds had used in 1968 to solve a mathematical logic problem, was applied by the artist to compose his work Nineteen, ‘in order to try to structure the work according to a set of pre-defined rules.’ Nineteen was first exhibited in the Invention of Problems exhibition at the City of Leicester Polytechnic (now De Montfort University) in 1970. It was a large panel, consisting of twenty squared reliefs attached to a white supporting structure and arranged in a grid of five pieces wide by four high. Each piece shows a number of abstract shapes delineated by vibrant colours. The variety of forms and colours, and the ways the pieces were juxtaposed, created a dynamic composition that vibrates in front of the viewer’s eyes. Shadows and reflections added extra depth and sophistication to the orthogonal structure making the work inseparable from its environment.
^2	  Communications Game (1970) represents Edmonds’s original network communication art system conceived in 1970. The work included stations for a maximum of six participants. The stations were arranged so that participants could not see one another, but could see one or two stimulus-providing units within the station. Each unit could be acted upon by the participant in response to a given stimulus. No instructions were given to participants on the manner in which the system of units operated. The idea behind Communications Game was to see art as a communication or interaction between people enabled by technology.
^3	  Datapack (1970) represents an early interactive computer-based art system. The work was an example of a matrix that consists of participants, a display, a computer installation and a designated area around the Vickers Building next to the Tate Gallery in London. Datapack was a system that allowed participants to have a ‘pseudo-English conversation’ with the computer. The results of this conversation were then processed by the machine connected to drum plotter. This was able to identify a volume of space around the Vickers (now known as the Millbank Tower) and allocate it to the active participant. Part of the output of this process was a drawing, made by the plotter, using impulses collated from the participant’s data. Datapack represents an early investigation into the potentially changing relationship between artist and viewer or ‘participant,’ accelerated by the intervention of the computer.
^4	  Cybernetic Serendipity was an exhibition aiming at showing the main areas of experimentation and the creative use of technology in contemporary art . Curated by Jasia Reichardt at the Institute of Contemporary Art in London in 1968, it was introduced to the public as the “first international exhibition exploring and demonstrating some of the relationships between the arts and technology.” (ICA Bulletin, August 1968.) It included sections dedicated to computer-generated graphics, films, music, and poetry; cybernetic devices and environments, remote control robots and painting machines. Among the artists participating in the show were John H. Whitney, Michael Noll, the Computer Technique Group, Nicholas Shöffer, Frieder Nake, George Nees, Bridget Riley, Charles Csuri, K.C.Knowlton and Leon D. Harmon.
^5	  Systeemi-System was an exhibition originally organised by Jeffrey Steele in 1969 for the Amos Anderson Museum, Helsinki. From 1972 to 1973, Systems, a larger Arts Council exhibition, including more artists, toured the UK starting from the Whitechapel Art Gallery in London, and moving then to Manchester, Sheffield, Billingham, Newcastle, Birmingham, Leicester, Leeds, Southampton, Newport and Oxford. Artists included Richard Allen, John Ernest, Malcom Hughes, Colin Jones, Michael Kidner, Peter Lowe, James Moyes, David Saunders, Geoffrey Smedley, Jean Spencer, Jeffrey Steele and Gillian Wise Ciobotaru.
